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Toaster Oven Broiler with Convection

Cuisinart® brings a classic approach to modern cooking with the
Toaster Oven Broiler with Convection. The industrial stainless
steel styling, four cooking options, including convection bake,
and convenient keep-warm function make this multi-functional
countertop oven a valuable addition to any kitchen. The 500°F
oven can bake, broil, toast, warm, and convection bake to
perfection with a tinted glass door allowing you to monitor the
cooking progress without opening the door. Clean up is easy
thanks to the interior nonstick coating.

$98.50
Prep 9 9 Cup Food Processor
TM
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Food preparation is fast and easy with the Prep 9™ 9 Cup Food
Processor. The compact build fits any countertop while the
large work bowl makes it easy to create an entire meal for your
family and friends from scratch - shredding, slicing, and chopping
ingredients with the push of a button. The Cuisinart 9 Cup Food
Processor is the ideal prep tool for any task and the beautiful
brushed stainless steel finish compliments any kitchen. All
removable parts are dishwasher safe, making cleanup a breeze!

$148.50
Convection Bread Maker

Bring the bakery home with our beautiful expertly engineered
brushed stainless Convection Bread Maker! Fresh bread doesn’t get
any easier, thanks to the responsive air circulation, speed, and timing
to ensure a beautiful bake each and every time. Taking care of your
family’s health is easy with gluten free and low carb settings among
16 preset options at the touch of a button. Entertaining is easy with 3
crust colors, 3 loaf size options, and over 100 bread, dough, cake, and
jam combinations with minimum fuss.

$148.50
Ice Cream and Gelato Maker
QUICK
SHIP

Make one and a half quarts of your own lusciously rich gelato and
ice cream - batch after batch - right at home with ease thanks
to the Cuisinart® Ice Cream and Gelato Maker! Get professional
results every time with separate paddles for gelato and ice cream,
and fully automatic operation with a 60-minute countdown timer.
The Keep Cool function will kick in after your time is up to keep
your ice cream or gelato cool to ensure perfect consistencies
every time! Mix-ins can be added through the see-through lid
while churning for unlimited flavor combinations. The commercial
quality compressor-freezer means it’s always ready to go.

$298.50
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Espresso Maker

Imagine the aroma of a fresh cup of your favorite espresso
beverage– hot, rich, bold, and flavorful. Now, make your
imagination reality with the stainless steel Cuisinart® Espresso
Maker. Press an espresso and then use the stainless steam nozzle
and frothing cup to transform it into a latte or cappuccino. You
can even heat cups on the warming plate above to keep your
beverage steaming hot.

$178.50
Coffee Plus 12 Cup Programmable
Coffeemaker Plus Hot Water System
TM

Piping hot fresh coffee is only the beginning with the Coffee Plus™
12 Cup Programmable Coffeemaker plus Hot Water System! This
incredible Cuisinart hot beverage machine packs all the usual
features like 24-hour programmability, Brew Pause™, and carafe
temperature control, but also packs on our Hot Water System for
ultra convenience. The easy to use indicator lights let you know
when the hot water is ready, so you can dispense hot water with
a simple press of a lever to make your favorite instant soups, hot
cocoa, tea, and more! The hot water system is independent of
the coffeemaker, meaning you can use them separately, or at the
same time for a quick oatmeal and coffee breakfast!

$98.50
Premium Single Serve Brewer

The 72-oz. capacity Cuisinart Premium Single-Serve Brewer is
a fully programmable and versatile home-brewing unit that is
ideal for both personal use and entertaining, making it perfect
for any household. Compatible with all K-Cups® and equipped
with the HomeBarista™ Reusable Filter Cup, this coffeemaker
makes it easier than ever for consumers to enjoy a wide array
of hot beverages. The unit has five different cup-size settings
(ranging from 4 ounces to 12 ounces), and an adjustable brewing
temperature to ensure desired temperatures are reached. In
addition to coffee, a hot water button can be used to prepare
soup, tea, hot cocoa, and more, and the unit is equipped with a
rinse function for easy cleaning.

$148.50
VELOCITY Ultra 7.5 1 HP Blender

This sleek and powerful blender features Ice Crush and Smoothie
controls, Low and High blending speeds, and a convenient Pulse
function. Its generous 56-ounce durable BPA-free plastic jar
features a tight-seal lid, soft-touch handle, and a 2-oz. measuring
cap for precise measuring. The blender’s electronic touchpad
provides easy selection for all your blending needs.

$98.50
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